EMPTY BEVERAGE PACKAGING

FOODSERVICE
CATERING BEVERAGES
OFFSITE BEVERAGES
DROP OFF BEVERAGES
TO-GO BEVERAGES
DELIVERY BEVERAGE

www.BuccaneerContainer.com
www.TeaJugs.com

Buccaneer Container Corp
Corporate Offices: 2210 DeFoor Hills Rd, Atlanta GA 30318
Jug Plant: 690 Great Southwest Parkway, Atlanta GA 30336

Sales Manager: Murray Shelton
Murray.Shelton@buccaneerinc.com - Cell 865-414-6123

Customer Service: Nicole Conroy - Nicole@buccaneerinc.com
YOUR CATERING, PICK-UP, & TO-GO CUSTOMERS WILL ADD-ON BULK BEVERAGES FROM YOUR CONCEPT, RIGHT ALONG WITH THEIR FOOD ORDERS. A GALLON OF TEA OR LEMONADE IS WHAT THEY WANT. IT’S A GOOD VALUE.

OUR JUGS INCLUDE TAMPER RESISTANT SECURITY LIDS:
ASK YOUR FOOD DISTRIBUTOR SALES REP ABOUT OUR JUGS & BOTTLES.

HAVE THEM REACH OUT TO ME AND I WILL WORK WITH YOUR REP ON PRICING AND AVAILABILITY THRU THEIR WAREHOUSE.

Murray Shelton – Murray.Shelton@buccaneerinc.com - Cell 865-414-6123
CLEAR GALLONS W/ LIDS – BOX PACK
(Half-Pack)
BUCCANEER # BUC1GT24PK-CLR

BOX PACK– 24 PER CASE

Advantages:
- Packed in a corrugated case for product protection.
- Includes lids
- Smaller case size is easier to handle, and easier to store.
- Dimensions are 33” x 12” x 24”
- SMALLER CUBE IS PERFECT FOR DELIVERY TRUCKS
- CUBE IS ONLY 5.2

- Clear jugs are made with CoPET resin. They cost more than regular HDPE jugs, but the beverage presentation is enhanced with this package. Your brand can charge more for the beverage because this clear jug adds value.
GALLONS W/ LIDS – BAG PACK (No Box)
BUCCANEER # BUCHDPE1G-T

BAG PACK (No Box) – 48 PER BAG – LIDS ARE TAPED TO THE BAG.

Advantages:
- Low cost
- Includes lids

Disadvantages:
- Large size is hard to handle and impossible to store effectively.
- Dimensions are 48” x 40” x 12” – Cube is 13.33.
- Once the bag is opened, it is hard to seal up to defend against insects.
- Restaurants can be written up for having jugs not packed in a corrugated case.
- Product is easily damaged in the distributors warehouse and during delivery to the restaurants.
GALLONS W/ LIDS – BOX PACK (Half-Pack)
BUCCANEER # BUC1GT24PK

BOX PACK– 24 PER CASE

Advantages:
- Packed in a corrugated case for product protection.
- Includes lids
- Smaller case size is easier to handle, and easier to store.
- Dimensions are 33” x 12” x 24”
- SMALLER CUBE IS PERFECT FOR DELIVERY TRUCKS
- CUBE IS ONLY 5.2
EMPTY WIDE MOUTH GALLONS W/ LIDS
BUCCANEER # BUC8670-12PACK

- 1 Gallon Wide Mouth W/ White Lids
- Optional Pump Kit
- For Packing Food Products.
- 12 per Case
CLEAR HALF-GALLONS W/LIDS – BOX PACK
(Half-Pack)
BUCCANEER # BUCHALFGAL-T

BOX PACK – 54 PER CASE

Advantages:
- Packed in a corrugated case for product protection.
- Includes lids
- Smaller case size is easier to handle, and easier to store.
- Dimensions are 33” x 12” x 24”
- SMALLER CUBE IS PERFECT FOR DELIVERY TRUCKS
- CUBE IS ONLY 5.2

- Clear jugs are made with CoPET resin. They cost more than regular HDPE jugs, but the beverage presentation is enhanced with this package. Your brand can charge more for the beverage because this clear jug adds value.
EMPTY 64oz CLEAR PET HALF GALLONS W/ LIDS
***Gripper Style – Perfect For Orange Juice Or Lemonade.

DRESSING & SAUCE BOTTLES
***Many Sizes & Lid Options To Choose From
HALF-GALLONS W/ LIDS–BAG PACK (No Box)
BUCCANEER # BUCHALFGAL-108PK

BAG PACK (No Box) – 108 PER BAG – LIDS ARE TAPED TO THE BAG.

Advantages:
- Low cost
- Includes lids

Disadvantages:
- Large size is hard to handle and impossible to store effectively.
- Dimensions are 48” x 40” x 12” – Cube is 13.33.
- Once the bag is opened, it is hard to seal up to defend against insects.
- Restaurants can be written up for having jugs not packed in a corrugated case.
- Product is easily damaged in the distributors warehouse and during delivery to the restaurants.
HALF-GALLONS W/LIDS–BOX PACK (Half-Pack)  
BUCCANEER # BUCHALFGAL-T

BOX PACK– 54 PER CASE

Advantages:
- Packed in a corrugated case for product protection.
- Includes lids
- Smaller case size is easier to handle, and easier to store.
- Dimensions are 33” x 12” x 24”
- SMALLER CUBE IS PERFECT FOR DELIVERY TRUCKS
- CUBE IS ONLY 5.2
32oz QUARTS WITH LIDS
***Square or Round

SQUAT 32oz QUART WITH LIDS
CLEAR PET QUART BOTTLE WITH LIDS

CLEAR PET 1 LITER LIQUOR BOTTLE WITH LIDS

***Optional Liquor Pourers Available
EMPTY 16oz PINT WITH LIDS
BUCCANEER # BUC-16OZRD-84CT

- 16oz Rounds W/ Red Snap Cap Lids
- 84 Per Case

BUCCANEER # BUC-16OZPET-T-79CT

- 16oz Clear PET Rounds W/ Red Lids
- 79 Per Case
BUCCANEER # BUC-SQUARE-PINTS

- 16oz Square W/ Red Lids
- 106 Per Case

CLEAR, SQUARE, 2oz, 8oz, 12oz & 16oz WITH LIDS
BBQ SAUCE BOTTLE
BUC-16OZBBQ-79CT

- 16oz W/ Black Lids
- 79 Per Case

HEAT SHRINK BANDS FOR BBQ SAUCE BOTTLES
Black, White, Red, Blue, Green, Yellow, Gold, & Clear
CLEAR 16oz PINT JARS WITH LIDS
***Includes Tamper-Resistant Foam Security Liner

NATURAL 2.5 GALLON JUG WITH LIDS
AMBER GLASS GROWLER
***Refillable & Reusable
***Includes White Metal Lids
*** 32oz, 64oz & 128oz Size Options

5 GALLON EZ-FILL BUDDY JUG
BUCCANEER # 7576
***Includes Faucet For Dispensing & 38mm Vent Cap
***FDA Compliant
***Good For Bulk Transport Of Bulk Beverages
5 GALLON PAILS w/ FLEX SPOUT LID INCLUDED

INDUSTRIAL GALLON & 1oz PUMP
***Fill With Any Syrup, Sauce, Dressing, Food Product
***Compatible With 1oz Pump System
***Natural-Transparent Color
LID COLOR OPTIONS
ADDITIONAL SERVICE OFFERED:

We can print and pack your custom tea labels right inside the case as well.

We can pack the **right amount** of tea labels inside the case. This eliminates costs.

Having the empty jugs + lid + tea labels all packed as 1 SKU gives your restaurant the packaging, they need to sell tea by the gallon or half-gallon.

Buccaneer does not charge for the labels upfront. What we do is print them and hold them. We roll the cost of the labels into the jug case price. This means there is no investment in labels by your corporate office.
Let Us Print Your Custom Beverage Labels.
No Investment For Your Brand.
We Can Print The Labels, & Pack The Right Amount Inside The Case Of Jugs & Lids.
We Roll The Label Cost Into The Overall Case Cost.